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Facebook Ad — Puppy Pads
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: PuppyPad
Landing Page: https://puppypad.co/sale

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:
Puppies.

🐶

They’re teensy, tiny, four-legged, fluffy, cute, funny, cuddly CHAOS AGENTS!
They pee

💧 and poop 💩 …. a lot. We can't change that (sorry, not sorry).

💣

What we can change is what to DO about it.
Enter: The Reusable Puppy Pad!

♻️

Our puppy pads have been tested by thousands of puppies and their overwrought, sleep-deprived,
day-drinking, pee and poop cleaning humans.
This is why we know they're the PERFECT pad to soak up your free-wheelin' mischief maker's puddles.
We're completely MUTTS about puppies and these pee-pads and we think you'll be too!
What's not to love? Instead of covering the entire house with single-use pieces of rubbish for the duration of
the toilet training, you can cover the floor and furniture with eco-friendly, colorful, washable, triple-stitched,
waterproofed, washable fabric instead.

🎉

You'll thank us!
If you haven’t switched to reusable pads yet, we get it. Mistakes happen. No need to terrier-yourself up about
it.

😂

But you can fix that right now by going here

👉👉 [LINK]

We must be barking mad because we've decided to throw caution to the wind and have slapped a 50% OFF
discount for TODAY only (plus FREE shipping).
See you on the bark side!

🐶🐶🐶
P.S. We donate [PERCENT]% of the total of every order to charity.

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Reusable Puppy Pads - We Shih Tzu Not!

🐕

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
So Eco-Friendly You'll Howl With Relief!
Description (30 characters or less):
50% OFF Eco Friendly Puppy Pads!
----------

Deliverable #2

Primary Text:
Coming up with the best doggone puppy pads wasn’t easy.
But we thought anything’s paws-ible, right?
Having a puppy is great but they’re pee
hard-earned dollars...

😉

💧 and poop 💩machines. And they’re great at parting us with our
♻️

So we asked ourselves: what if we could save money and reduce waste at the same time?

At Puppy Pads we love our puppies and our planet. That’s why we created the “ulti-mutt” eco-friendly
alternative to disposable puppy pads.

😱 That's a lot of puppy pads
that have ended up in landfills across the world 😭 and a lot of dollars flying out the door 💸 too.
The average puppy goes through 200+ puppy pads during their training period.

Imagine for a moment the environmental impact of going reusable? It's a no-brainer.
Our pads are ZERO waste, leakproof, soft not ruff

😉 and 100% washable.

If you haven’t switched to reusable pads yet, we get it. Mistakes happen. No need to terrier-yourself up about
it.
But you can fix that right now by going here

👉👉 [LINK]

We must be barking mad because we've decided to throw caution to the wind and have slapped a 50% OFF
discount for TODAY only (plus FREE shipping).

See you on the bark side!

🐶🐶🐶
P.S. We donate [PERCENT]% of the total of every order to charity.

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Peace

☮️, Love ❤️ & Puppy Pads 🐶

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
The Ulti-mutt Puppy Pad

🐾🐾 50% OFF!

Description (30 characters or less):
Doing it for Planet Earth

🌎

Facebook Ad — Nail Technician
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: Chip( nail technician)
Landing Page: www.bnails.com/appointment

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:

💅 Nail lovin’ ladies 💅
👑 It’s time to UNLEASH YOUR INNER DIVA 👑
Introducing the one and only NAIL DIVA herself (aka nail technician) Chip….

👏 ✨👏 ✨👏 ✨👏 ✨

With over a decade of experience, Chip loves nothing more than a super long nail project complete with
rhinestones and glitter art.

💎💎💎💎

Hot damn, how is this woman’s work is even called “work”? ….. She is an artist. And this is ARTISTRY! There
should be GIANT NAIL STATUES in the park so everyone can admire them as they enjoy their Sunday
morning walks!

⛲

Nail art isn’t recognized as an artistic pursuit. It should be. One of the things we sometimes forget is to
celebrate the artist’s brilliance by wearing it proudly for at least two weeks (sometimes up to four)!
We nailed t when Chip came to town. Right?

💅

[LINK]

📱 Here's what to do NEXT 📱
SHOUT “Hey Siri” 🗣️ and hook yourself up. 💅 👏 ✨ 🎨
Life’s short (or long and boring if you’re in lockdown). Which is why you literally don't have time to be boring.
[LINK]
p.s. We do acrylic, Dip and Polygel. We’re kicking boring nails to the kerb 7 days a week, appointment
available and walk-ins welcome.
p.p.s. If you don't have Siri feel free to shout "Hey Alexa"

🤣

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
“Love My Nails. Chip you're the best” ~ Linda Brantley

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
“My nails are AMAZING!!! I love them”!! ~ Nicky

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
“Chip did a great job! They look beautiful”! ~ Erin

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):

💅 Nail Divas We Have A New Queen 👑
Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Acrylic. Dip. Polygel. 7 Days. Appointment or Walk-Ins.
Description (30 characters or less):
Book Now. Places are limited.

Facebook Ad — Free Fabric Swatch
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: Free Fabric Swatch
Landing Page: https://thecovercollective.com.au/products/fabric-swatch

Deliverable #1
Primary Text:
We believe in living well and living fully, where a bedroom is a blessed sanctuary. A sacred space. A place of
inspiration, relaxation and rejuvenation.

🧘

But it’s gotta look pretty badass too. Right?
We get it. We know that a French Linen infused sanctuary (aka your bedroom) doesn’t just appear without
some careful planning.
Deciding on French linen is the easy part.
But how hard is it to choose the right colour? Bloody hard.
And what happens if you’ve only ever heard about our amazing collection of linen magnificence?
Answer: Get a fabric swatch delivered straight to your house!
Why not get one in every colour while you’re at it?
We’ve got:

🌿 White
🌿 Natural
🌿 Grey
🌿 Charcoal
🌿 Nude Blush
🌿 Sage
🌿 Natural Stripe
🌿 Olive

There’s nothing to regret here and everything to gain.
Want some French Linen swatch goodness delivered straight to your house?
[LINK]
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
French Linen. Feel The Difference

🌿

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Discover The Love Of Linen

❤️

Description (30 characters or less):
Free swatches. Free delivery.

Facebook Ad — All Things For Kids
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: Outdoor play equipment

Deliverable #1
Video that goes with this ad
https://vpro.io/share/6149f2d968d17e01c44979f3
Primary Text:
Tell Nan and Pop to get their own bloody trampoline (or Teepee or Monkey bars or Swing Set)
From Winton to Werribee.
From Kingston to Kakadu.
From Canberra to Cairns.
We deliver to all the places you might find kids (which is basically everywhere across Australia).
Helping Aussie Tin Lids have fun outdoors since 2012.
[LINK]

🇦🇺 Aussie owned and managed business.
⚡ Lightning fast shipping and delivery
💰 Buy now and pay later available
p.s. Our big stuff is for outdoor play (or indoor if you live in a mansion or a castle).
p.p.s. No Nans or Pops were harmed in the making of this video
[LINK]
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Gifts For Kids (or Nan & Pop) Australia-wide

🤸🇦🇺

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Putting Smiles On Dials Australia-wide

😊😊

Description (30 characters or less):
Buy now and pay later available. Delivered to your door

🚚🚚

👵👴

🏰

Abandon Cart Email — allthingsforkids.com.au
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: allthingsforkids.com.au
Landing Page: well its an abandoned cart email. 1st email in the flow. so its going to home page or back to
cart

Deliverable #1
Subject Line Options (8 Words or Less):
1. Looks like someone forgot their [PRODUCT] today
2. Abandonment issues?

🛍️ 🛒 🛍️ 🛒

😉

Body Copy (Up to 250 Words):
G’day [NAME],
We couldn’t help but notice you added some items to your cart and left them there…
… we wanted to check in and see if you need help completing your order.
We get it… life happens on the way to the checkout

🛒

Look familiar?
[INSERT PRODUCT/S FROM CART]
If you got busy, there was a blackout, the dog tried to bite the postie or something else got in the way of
completing your order, we totally get it. Everything is exactly where you left them.
So here’s what to do next to get the show on the road.
●
●

To complete your order click CART [LINK]
To take a squizz at our other products click HOME [LINK]

Once you start wandering our virtual halls packed with great Aussie-kid-tested products, it’s hard to stop.
Right?
Now, if something else got in the way of completing your order or you’ve got any questions or you need any
other help whatsoever, we’re here for you. Our contact details can be found here [CONTACT PAGE LINK]
We’ll keep our eyes peeled for you on the inside of All Things For Kids.
We’re swinging for ya!

[SIGNATURE]
p.s. On the odd occasion, shipping rates can sometimes throw a wobbly in the cart…. If that happened feel
free to give us a tingle
quicksmart.

☎️ or reply by email here 📮 [EMAIL CONTACT DETAILS] and we'll sort it out

Facebook — Digital Marketing for Fitness Profession
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: lethaldigital.com.au

Deliverable #1
Primary Text:
Fitness Professional or Influencer?
Dreaming of how to go NEXT LEVEL (+ major BANK)?
The FAB 4 is what gets a Fit Pro to the NEXT LEVEL:

💎 Quality Traffic 🏎️
🛍️ Increase Conversions
🎯 Retargeting
❤️🔥 Brand loyalty

Who doesn't want that !?!?!?
At Lethal our services are …. well… ummm ….. LETHAL

🔪🔪🔪🔪

With killer instincts, we carve out the right digital marketing strategy that’s designed to slice and dice the
competition.
Online offers lead the way to a business HALLELUJAH moment.

🙏 kinda like the holy grail 🏆 to scaling in

your biz AND your already rock-solid social influence.
There’s nothing to lose. Not even a pinky

🖐️

Tap below to book your FREE discovery call

👇

[LINK]
Your brand, marketing and website aren't just last-minute details — they're the main event! We treat em like
royalty

👑

[LINK]

[Video or Image appears here]

Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Killer Digital Marketing. There’s nothing to lose. Not even a pinky

🖐️

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Killer Digital Marketing For WBFF & IFBB Pros

🔪

Description (30 characters or less):
Book a Discovery Call now!
---------Deliverable #2

Primary Text:
Fit Pros >> you’ve done all the hard work up to now.
We’d be surprised if you weren’t a teensy bit tired.

🥱

👸
How about getting a boatload of customers on autopilot 👩✈️ 🔁
After all, building a Fitness Queendom is a lot of work

How cool would that be? You could even take a coupla days off and sit under a palm tree
favourite smoothie

🥤

🌴 with your

Taking a Professional Fitness business to the NEXT LEVEL means a well-executed creative digital strategy
(aka a digital marketing funnel) that can include:

💃 a rocking website that's so good people stay all bloody day long
💃 a blog so fresh and hot 🔥 tapping <next> may cause fingers to be burnt 🔥
💃 an integrated and sexy-as-hell social media strategy (cue wolf-whistle)
💃 funky email marketing campaigns to give the audience what they want (spend more money 💰)
That’s what we do.
WE SHOULD BE FRIENDS.

😎🤞😎

Tap below to download to book your FREE discovery call!
[LINK]
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):

👇

The COMPLETE Digital Marketing Package for Fit Pros >>
Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Fit Pros: Build A Successful Online Biz In 30 Days!
Description (30 characters or less):
Tap to get your FREE discovery call!

Facebook Ad — WomanOcean Cami Shaper 3 in 1 (Bra, Shaper and Cami)
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: WomanOcean Cami Shaper 3 in 1
Landing Page: https://www.womanocean.com/products/2017-cami-shaper-with-removable-pads

Deliverable Video: https://vpro.io/share/616f512be3ce8362203c8a89

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:
Getting ready to PARTAYY and worried about showing the Jiggly bits?
Bow down, witches coz Slimming Cami Shaper is here!

🧙♀️

😲

It’s a Push-up bra, Cami top and Shapewear all rolled into one. With 5 zones of super comfy compression, it’s
easy to rein the “jiggling trouble spots” all in one go!
No matter what’s planned for the day or night ahead, this little number can be relied upon to make a girl feel
so secure she’ll forget she’s wearing it.

👀

The features we can’t stop talking about:

💎 Cloud-like fabric that's like being naked but all the wobbly bits are held together and can’t escape 😁
💎 Comfy compression for that hourglass look that reduces waistlines and flatten tummies ⌛
💎 Hip hugging comfort to soothe and smooth love handles and muffin tops
💎 The bra has removable pads so boob coverage is negotiable … sometimes you gotta let the girls roam
free, right!? 🙄
💎 Dreamy seamless design fits with any piece in the wardrobe.
💎 Bonus back support!!!! WHAT!?!?
Ready to shake your boo-ty and have it stay in one place!?
[LINK]
This Halloween give 'em pumpkin to talk about

😂

👩🎤 💃

Cami Tank Top … coming to a closet near you

😉

[LINK]

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Party Season Never Looked So Shapely

💃

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Bra, Shaper & Cami—The Smoothest 3-in-1

💥

Description (30 characters or less):
Shop now. 50% OFF!

--------

Deliverable #2

Primary Text:
Hey girls...
Halloween party season just called... lucky our Slimming Cami Shapers answered

☎️

They said Hell Yes to the party!
Here’s the thing with parties though… they can get messy.
So can girls if they get a tad sozzled.

😵💫 🍸 🍹

That’s cool though. We’re down with that. We love a good party.
Which is why we reckon our “shapers” are like reverse armor you wear under your favorite party outfit.
Instead of keeping stuff out...
They keep EVERYTHING IN (and in the right place)!!

✅ Boobs in the right place? Check
✅ Tummy flattened and waist tight? Check

👗

✅ Muffins, butt and hips smooth and unlined? Check
✅ Back support (for all the dancing)? Check
✅ Look thinner? Check
Sounds like a plan. Right? Right!!
So here’s your mission, should you choose to accept it and BEFORE you get extremely busy with your own
life and forget to do it:
Click this

👉👉👉 [LINK] to get 50% off our Slimming Cami Shapers (AKA reverse party armor).

Creepin' it real this Halloween and party season
#womanocean
Shop now: [LINK]

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):

👻 🎃 Trick Or Treat Yo' Self To 50% Off 👻 🎃
Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Ready To PARTY With 50% OFF + FREE SHIPPING
Description (30 characters or less):
Get the party started—Shop now.

👻🎃

Facebook — Lead Generation-Lead Ads for Free Month of SEO
Product/Service/Brand Promoting: Lead Generation-Lead Ads for Free Month of SEO, Try before you buy...

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:
Home improvement business owners imagine getting 30 days of Local SEO for FREE
Nailing your Local SEO equals LEADS for your biz on rinse and repeat.
Who doesn’t want that???

🎈🎈🎈

🔨🔨🔨

💯🆓

So how do you make it happen?
First, you have to understand a bit (actually a lot) about:

🤯 What local SEO is (and does)
🤯 How Google works
🤯 How Google ranks search results
🤯 And finally, you gotta know that Local SEO is a bit different to normal SEO (if there is such a thing)!
Once you know all of that….
Well, then you can harness that puppy

🐶 🐾 🐶 🐾 watch the leads flow in…

Luckily for you, we know lots of things about Google and we’re the bomb at LOCAL SEO!

💣💣💣

Which means you don’t need to worry about all that Googley gobbledegook...
You’ve got better things to do. Right?

🛠️ 👷

We’re so confident we can turn your local SEO into a firehose of leads

🚿 🚒 we’ll do it for 30 days for FREE.

What’s not love about that?
Check out our 30-day TRY BEFORE YOU BUY offer before we’re buried alive by our own flow of leads !!!

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
We Turn Local SEO Into A Firehose Of Leads

🚿🚒

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Check this:

🤜 30-day TRY BEFORE YOU BUY 🆓

Description (30 characters or less):
FREE Local SEO Leads

Facebook | In this ad I would like to promote my Reveal Your Red Flags
Coaching

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:

👑👑 Single ladies, I have a public service announcement 👑👑
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE!
Right?
So why waste any more time on dud dates?

😭

Whatever your dating experience, I bet you’ve encountered a lot of red flags

🚩 along the way.

In my free download, I help women reveal their soulmate quickly and easily with my Red Flags Checklist.
I’d rather women found out what the warning signs

🚩

⚠️ are BEFORE they date them, sleep with them, move in

with them or do anything else with them for that matter.

Once you read the steps, there'll be no more guessing if a partner is the right one. You will know.
To help you avoid being trapped in a bad relationship, I’ve put together an easy to ready Red Flags Checklist.

🚩

[LINK]
There are two crucial steps to finding out what’s getting in the way of FINDING and KEEPING the love of your
life.
Knowing who to steer clear of from the outset

☠️

Discovering what love blocks and toxic patterns you’ve been repeating over and over again
The good news is: YOU’RE NOT BROKEN!!!

🎉🎉🎉

There is a solution.
Start with Step 1 today. 1️⃣
[LINK]
Time to be the QUEEN

👸👸👸 you know you are…. You deserve the royal treatment.

🔁

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Get The Checklist To Bypass Dud Dates

💖

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Ready To For Epic Lasting Love. Zero Red Flags
Description (30 characters or less):
Download checklist. You’ll love it.

🚩?

Facebook | Conversion | Yarn

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:
Come on already!
We know it.
You know it.
Life without that damn yarn will be BLEAK. Sad, colourless and bleak. Did we mention BLEAK?
DO NOT WAIT for one second longer.
You’ve been eyeing it off for the last eleventy hundred times you’ve looked at the store! Yeah, we see you.
We’re like that too. YOU MUST HAVE IT AT ALL COSTS!!
Who knows when it’ll be gone! Coz ya know our yarn is hand-dyed by artisans, right!?!? They’re busy people.
They’re probably whipping up their next batch of magnificence right this minute.
And that special one with all the sexy colours and textures you love…. Well, it might have some other chick’s
finger hovering over Add To Cart …
You have the power to snatch victory right out from under her!
But you’ll never ever know if you never ever go (to our store that is).
Click the linky link link link or that very sexy button just down there
[LINK]
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Happiness Is A Ball Of Hand-Dyed Yarn

❤️

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Our yarn wants to cuddle your hands

🙄🤣

Description (30 characters or less):
Victory MUST be yours...

👇👇👇

----------

Deliverable #2

Primary Text:
Winter is coming!

❄️ 🇨🇦 🍁

We’re excited…
So to celebrate, we thought you deserve a song while you go grab your credit card out of your purse…
Here goes…

🎵🎵Oh, the weather outside is frightful but…
This yarn is so delightful.
And since we have no place to go…
Another row, another row, another row.

🎵🎵

Fun right?
We hope you have another wonderful time shopping at Darn Yarn.
We sure will.
Your picture is on our wall as “Customer of the Year.”
We can’t wait for you to come back for some yarning great treasure in-store right now!!
Some people will never understand how much we love our yarn.
But that’s okay.
You know.
Your yarn knows!
See you on the inside!
[LINK]

💳

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Knit Like A Mofo!

✊You Know You Want To ✊

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Yarn Made From The Beating

❤️ Of 🇨🇦

Description (30 characters or less):
You can never have too much

----------

Deliverable #3

Primary Text:
If someone says you have enough yarn and you don’t need anymore, STOP TALKING TO THEM
IMMEDIATELY.
You don’t need that kind of negativity in your life.

😡

That’s what Kelly did. She cut out all negativity and focused. And being the genius that she is she created the
modern-day marvel that is Darn Yarn…
This was her 2020 list of the Top 10 Things I Want In My Life.
Maybe you can relate...
1. Yarn
2. More Yarn
3. Friends with Yarn
4. A big house for all my yarn
5. Money for yarn
6. Yarn
7. A husband who is ok with yarn
8. A big car to fit my yarn
9. A room for my yarn
10. Yarn
We get it. We don’t need to convince you of our dedication, right?
Because we work with artisan, hand-dyeing wizards of yarn wonderousness, we need to impress upon you
that each batch is as unique as you are.

🥰

Facebook | Awareness | Yarn

Deliverable #1

Primary Text:
My name is Kelly and I’m a knitaholic.
Remember 2020? When DISASTER STRUCK, I thought it was all over. No longer could I cruise the isles of
my favorite yarn stores lovingly touching and cuddling my favorites.
How could I go on? I was doomed.

😱

So, instead of getting angry (picture me with cleaver in hand

🔪)...

🎉
Just so you know …. we ain’t some big 🙄 corporate-y 🙄 ecomm store 🙄 🙄 🙄 that 🙄 must 🙄 remain
🙄boring.
… I glided like a swan into problem-solving mode and Darn Yarn was born

We dared to break the mold and created a store that brings the best indie and small-batch dyers to the
world…
…. these artisans are the unicorns of the hand-dyed yarn-niverse

🦄

I invite you to drop by and check our open, accessible, and friendly online yarn store.
100% powered by peace, love and yarn

☮️

[LINK]

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
100% Powered By Peace, Love And Yarn

☮️

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
100% Dyed In The Wool, Best Yarn Store
Description (30 characters or less):

🇨🇦

Drop-in to yarn about yarn!

Deliverable #2

Primary Text:
Picture this: GOD sips her cocktail

🍹 whilst surveying the internet.

She looks very pleased…. (don’t stress, this isn’t a post about God or even Ryan Gosling — her second in
command).
In an age when there are more options than ever, most of the population are just drifting along, trying not to
get COVID.
But not us. The crafty ones. We’ve been busy making our ARTISANS OF YARN exhausted!

😴

At Darn Yarn, we dared to break the mold and try something less obvious and bring indie and small-batch
dyers to the fore…
The world (aka boring ecomm giants) threw some serious side-eye thinking we’ll never make it!
But we proved them wrong! (muwhahaha cue evil laugh)

🧙♀️

How?
Our fun, funky, and gorgeous yarns to the world and deliver them straight to your house. Each one is
hand-dyed with love by someone who adores it.

❤️ Promise.

We’re fun, fancy and luxe but entirely reasonable when you think about all the love that’s been dyed right into
the DNA of everything inside our store.

🧡💚💙💛 Sure, we’re not the cheapest store…. But neither is Apple

and people still line up for days just to get in the front door.

Now might be a good time to fetch the daiquiri mix . . . and maybe a credit card.
You could be there for a while.
[LINK]
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Make Our ARTISANS OF YARN exhausted!

😴

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
Knitting Addiction? Recovery Is Not An Option!

🍸💳

Description (30 characters or less):
Fun, fancy yarn it’s sexy as hell.

Deliverable #3

Primary Text:
This ain't your typical yarn barn.

😲

We take zany, fun, indie artisans and turn them into slaves. 
Hahahaha not really.
Over here at Darn Yarn we're not that mean...
During the day we ask ourselves loads of questions.

Things like, “Where do pelicans go at night?”, “Is a hotdog a sandwich?” and “What are the merits of toilet
paper being over versus under??”
World-class questions, right?
Actually, they’re just the kinds of questions you ask yourself when you’re a weirdo.
All nonsense aside though, there is another question we ask ourselves a lot:
“where do we find the best indie and small-batch dyers in the world?”
Lucky for you we worked it out!
After searching the planet

🌎 we’ve come up with the bestest, most talented, independent artists who create

glorious colors and deliver the best DARN YARN this side of Jupiter.
Would that be useful to you?
We thought so!
[LINK]

[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (40 characters or less):
Indie Yarn

🚚 To Your Door. What’s not to ❤️

Headline Option 2 (40 characters or less):
The Best DARN YARN This Side Of Jupiter
Description (30 characters or less):
Would this be useful?

🌎

